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Ema Himari

Ema Himari is a character played by a deleted user.

Ema Himari

Date of Birth: YE 23
Species Minkan
Gender Female
Height 170cm
Weight 61kg

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire

Organization Senate of Yamatai
Occupation Anisa Senator

Rank
Current Placement Reikan Park

Physical Description

Ema is a beautiful Minkan, she has a height of 170cm and weighs 61kg. She has light violet eyes and
waist length wavy white hair. She tends to wear formal or business wear in dark tones whenever she is
not meeting with local farmers or doing off-duty community work. Her hair tends to be kept down unless
she is in meeting or doing work that might otherwise render it a safety hazard. Her toned curvy physique
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is attributed to rigorous work outs to make up for all the snacks she gets to munch on throughout the
course of her political duties.

Specifications
Height: 170cm
Mass: 61g

Measurements: B34-W32-H34
Bra Size: D

Build and Skin Color: Curvy, Pale
Eye Color: Light Violet
Hair Color: White

Personality

Ema is an ENFJ1) personality type. She was a very warm, welcoming demeanor which plays very well into
her love for her community. Her passion for helping others and intuitive natures keeps her involved with
coming up with solutions to problems or conflicts that arise. At her core she is able to understand and
share the concerns of the community above her needs or concerns as in individual. This makes her a
staunch advocate for positive changes for those she comes in to contact with. When in negotiations or
debates she is receptive to the importance that everyone get a fair chance in expressing themselves fully
even if she does not necessarily agree with them.

History

Ema Himari was born as on Anisa III in the last hours of YE 23 to Haruto and Chiyo Himari, both NH-22C
Yamataian. She is the oldest of five siblings which means keeping peace as the only daughter of the
bunch took some negotiating skills. Her family was among the first to join in the effort of terraforming
and colonizing the planet. This cultivated in her from a very young age a deep passion for the health and
growth of its people. Often times throughout her childhood she would either be seen with her family
helping in the agricultural and colonization efforts wherever she could. Throughout her early education
she demonstrated an interest in the history of the Yamatai Star Empire and pondered how the people of
Anisa could help contribute to its success. Inevitably as her younger siblings got into arguments she
would often be the one to bring about peace through thoughtful discussion, always keeping a calm and
level head. One great scandal from these years that affected the community was Senator Maximillian
Alphonse's influenced proposal Proposal #81 - Repealing of Taisho Yui's Species Restrictions and the
subsequent Species Restriction Order of YE 29. Not only had it left the Third Expeditionary Fleet under
manned it caused some turmoil amongst the populace.

However, these political conflicts were shortly thereafter resolved thus bringing the Third Expeditionary
Fleet headquarters back to the system. Shortly after her tenth birthday, in early YE 34 the entire family
upgraded to age appropriate Minkan bodies. Even at only ten years old she knew, albeit to a vague
degree, the importance of strong integrated ties with the entire Yamatai Star Empire. When debates were
transmitted for public viewing she would be an avid observer, she found them all quite intriguing dances
of the political sciences. As she entered her early teen years she felt a calling to do more volunteer work
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around the community. This enabled her to meet the wide variety of beings that had come to call Anisa
home. She even assisted in yielding aid to the refugees from the United Outer Colonies, because she felt
if someone sought refuge on the planet she had called home, they should feel welcome. In fact she
leaped for pure joy when she found out that Senator Yuki Asunana had arranged for the construction of
new cities to accommodate the influx of refugees.

This eventually culminated in her dedicated pursuit of experience in the political realm. While she was
working towards her degree in political science at university she was working with local leaders to get
hands on experience. Her aptitude for resolving conflict and keeping a cool head during debates really
struck a cord with the politicians that she spent time with. Several of them encouraged her to actively
pursue a position in politics. After earning her degree she spent a couple years working deeper with the
community and other politicians and she realized that the Senate of Yamatai was her calling. She felt
that she would be an excellent representative for the people and could do her best work for them in that
position.

Plots and Threads

Plots

Ema is or has been involved in the following plots:

Ema is not currently involved in any plots, check back soon!

Threads

Ema is or has been involved in the following threads:

International Relations Conference YE 46.2) - CURRENT

Skills Learned

Communication - Ema can communicate fluently in Trade (language), and Yamataigo (邪馬台語).
Social Astuteness - Ema is an expert at reading other's body language and comprehending their
motivations.
Networking & Interpersonal Influence - Ema is adept at establishing rapport with others. She has an
uncanny knack for figuring out what it is that someone wants and fitting that into what ultimately
works best for the community.
Apparent Sincerity - Ema values integrity, but understands that in the path to achieve what is best
for the people some tactical subversion may be necessary. This has led her to develop the ability to
fake sincerity for the sake of the greater good.
Public Image - Ema is very skilled at controlling or crafting her responses to any number of
situations, all in the name of doing what's best for the whole.
Crisis Management - Ema is flawless in the application of strategies that are necessary for the
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immediate and prolonged handling of a sudden or significant negative event while minimizing the
disturbance to the lives of those around the source.
Public Speaking & Presentation - Ema is a natural at combining speeches and presentations to
deliver a message in the most effective manner possible.

Social Connections

People Ema is connected to:

Haruto Himari - Father.
Chiyo Himari - Mother.
Kenji Himari - Brother.
Daku Himari - Brother.
Minato Himari - Brother.
Botan Himari - Brother.
Toidorno Sejgui - Hidden Sun Clan Ambassador to Yamatai

Inventory

Ema's Inventory:

Civilian Clothing of Various Types

Finances

3,000 KS

OOC Notes

a deleted user created this article on 2024/02/11 19:03.
Approved by Wes on 2024/02/14.3)

Main Ema art by a deleted user with Midjourney Bot.

In the case a deleted user becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
For exceptions please see Nashatra (GingerGlitch) Will

Character Data
Character Name Ema Himari
Character Owner Nakshatra
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Character Data
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Reikan Park
Character's Home Anisa System
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office System Senator
District Anisa System
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